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OBJECTIVE NEASURES 0F THINNING GRADES AND NETHODS 

P.E. Vzina 

ABSTRACT 

New expressions of grades and methods of thinning have been developed 

recentiy in Germany, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Norway, U.S.A., and Canada. 

These are described and discussed in the light of the conditions which are most 

commonly encountered in Canada's undisturbed forests. It was concluded that 

none of these indices should be used alone in any experiment, but severai cf 

them should rather be tried on s comparative basis. Continued research should 

eventually iead to improved methods of measuring density and structure of stands. 

It may also provide s better understarxllng of the relationships ameng various 

stand pararneters. 

INTRODUCTION 

For many years, especially in European countries, silviculturiats 

have recognized five thinning "grades", namely: A, Be  C, C/D, and D. Grade A 

indicates a very light thinning where rnly the standing dead and dying trees are 

removed, and D a heavy iow thinning, where ail the suppressed, intermediate, 

and some to most of the codominant trees are removed (MacDonald 1931, Hummel 

t al. 199, Smith 1962). A sixth grade E was introduced in 1947, which is 

used when the stocking is reduced to about two-thirds of that in a D grade 

(Hummel et al. 199).  Thinning grades have also been defined by indicating 

which tree classes should be removed. Other indices have been used such as 

number of trees, basal ares, or volume removed, in per cent of that occurring 

in the stand imudiately before thinning (Braathe 1957). Ail these figures depend, 

however, on the initial density of the stand. They are consequently relative and 

cannot be used to compare thinnings mn a scientific level. 
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A more objective measure of the thinning grade has therefore been sought, 

and considerable progress in that direction has been achieved in the last two 

decades. Five modern methods are especially worthy cf mention: a German one, 

by Assmann (194, 1956), an English one by Hurnmel (194), a Dutch one by Becking 

(1954), an Anierican one by Lexen (1943),  and a Canadian one by Smith, Ker, and 

Csizn%azia (1961). 

Siinilarly, thinning methods have long been defined by characterizing 

the individual trees in a stand by a tree classification systern. Nany such 

systems have been proposed since the classical definition of tree classes by 

Kraft, late in the l9th  ceritury, and the discussion seems far frorn being ended. 

In recent years, however, a tendency bas been growing to measure the thinning 

method more objectively. Two expressions originally developed in Norway by 

Ullen (1940), and Eide and Langsaeter (1941)  have been used by a number of 

research workers and seem most promi.ng . 

The purpose of this paper is to present these recent methods and 

to describe briefly their development and the conditions of their application 

with special reference to Canadals  natural forests. 

OBJECTIVE MEASURES 0F THE THINNING GRADES 

1. Assmann's Relative Basal Area 

Assmann (1954, l96, 1960) fund that natural (unthinned) forest stands 

of a given age and site index, as measured by height and age, occupy totaily 

the physical area where they grow. In other words, one cannot think of a stand 

denser than the one that was well stonked at the beginning and has grown up 

untouched. It becomes thus possible to refer, in a particular case, t' a maximum 

basal area. Thinning grades can then be expressed in tenns of this maximum basal 

area. 

After analysing the growth cf thinned plots in Bavaria, Assmann observed 

that both the yield and the volume increment were net absolutely independent 0f 
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the thinning grades . Given a relative value of 100 for the afore-mentioned 

maximum basal area, the stand yield or volume increment was shown to increase 

as the bsa1 area was lowered by successive thinnings; then, the yield became 

maximum and corresponded to an "optimal basal area't, and it finaily decresed, 

passing by the value of 100 per cent, and became lower and lower as thinning was 

becoming heavier (Fig. 1). Assmann called the "critical basal area", the 

basal area in which the volume increment is shown ta have been reduced by at 

least f ive per cent in relation to the volume increment obtained at the optimal 

basal area. 

Assxnann's first observations were made in Norway spruce (Picea abies 

(L.) Karst.) stands, but the finding prved equally well for stands of other 

tree species. Several examples of the relationships betweeri volume increment 

and relative basal area for even-aged stands of Europe-3n species from thinning 

plots established in various countries are given in Assmann (1961, p. 239 et seq.). 

Accordingly, the determination of the "criticalbasal area" was 

considered of prime importance to the research f'orester or the silviculturist. 

If it is exceeded, stand yield may be significantly lowered. In this respect, 

it is worthwhile ta note that Smithers (1954) in s study on thinning regimes 

for red and white pine stands at Petawawa Forest Experiment Station found that 

increment did n4t drop off appreciably unless the basal ares was less than 

about 70 per cent of that in fully stocked stands. 

(FIGURE 1 HERE) 

In German studies,for practical purprses, the maximum or natural 

basal area is generaily determined as the average basal ares for thinning 

grade A (Fig. 1). For instance, Dittmar (1960)  gave the relative value nf 100 

On the other hand, Hiley and Lehtpere (19), propounding a new method of 
calculating nurrical thinning schedules for conifers in Great Britain, based 
on thickness of ainual rings, made the assumption that the current annual increment 
was unaffected by the thinning grade. 
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	 to the average basai area of grade A during the first decade, and relative basai 

areas of ail 'ther grades have been deterndned by comparison with the basai area 

given by grade A. 

Assmann (194) is of the opinion that the optimal basal area varies 

in different localities For Norway spruce it is higher in areas where growth 

is gocd (Hoimsga'd 198)., 

Assmann's method involves two steps: 

(e) The setting of the maximum basal area for a given 5pec1e50 

(b) The determination of the thinning grade for e given stand by 

expressing, in per cent, the ratio of the actual basal area 

to the maximum basal area 

2.. Hummelts Stand Density Index 

This should net be confused with Reineke's stand density index (1933), 

adopted by Mullry (19I3, 19LL, 1946) and others, and which does net take height 

irito account. Huxmnels index is rather e height/spacing rati'. 

Hummel (19) assuried that e good representation of a stand is given 

by e square spacing. Let the average distance between trees be d, end the number 

0f trees per acre be N. then, 

N 	t3,60 
d2 

or 

d 	JL3,60 

Tables indiceting £he  number of trees per acre et various square spacings 

are given by Hummel et ai.. (199, p. 97).. 

Relative spacing may be defined as the ratio, in per cent, of the 

distance between trees Œlculated from squarc arrangements cf the trees, to the 

upper height of stand (H). In this system, standard density which corresponds 

to a spacing of 20 per cent of the upper height is erbitrarily asggned an index 
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of 10. Ail other densities are eressed by indicating the number of trees 

per acre in relation t the standard density0 Tables exiat which give directly 

the denaity indices when H and N are known (Breathe 197, p, 7) 
This index indiates the average spacing of the stand in terms of the 

upper height, regardiesa of diameter, Recently, Penintan (1960), working in 

New Zealand, Australia, and South Africa, adoptcd Hunimei's index to analyse 

thinning regimes proposed for softwood plantations in those countries 

3. Becking's Spacing Factor 

Beckingts index is similar ta Huir'el's, except that the number of trees 

per acre has been cnlculated on a trianguler arsnemen, and that the spacing is 

expressed in per cent of the upper height 	Thus: 

N 	L32 60 

d2 
2 

or 	
_ 

I 3,56o 
d 	

\O866N 

and 	

co) 
H 

According to Becking (194), an interva c' 1  p: ant is suitable 

between the thinning grades. For instance, 16 per cent would denote s light 

thinning, 19 per cent a moderate thinning, 22 per cent a heavy thinning, and 

25 per cent a very-  heavy thinning 

BeckingTs spacing factor is becoming po'r in Ho11and For each 

tree species there would exist an optimum rpacing factor T-.enty—two per cent 

wuid be suitable for Douglas f ir. For certa-i species the spacing factor would 

remain constant throughout the rotation whereas for cr species it should 

increase with increasing age 

The concept was orig1n]Ty dveioped b3r '1art (1925). 



. Lexents Bole Surface Ares 
the 

Lexen (19I3) suggested thatole surface ares per acre is a better 

measure of stocking in forest stands than is basal ares, since the bole surface 

ares is actually the base upon which new growth is laid down. 

The bole surface ares is the product of top height, average d.b.h., and 

the number of stems per acre • This product is comrnonly divided by 106  in order 

to obtain a convenient range cf values which have been f'und to range from 02 

for heavily thinned stands of iight-demanding species to 1.2 in lightly thinned 

stands of shade-bearing species. This index gives s measure cf the cambial surface, 

or the bole surface area, of a stand. 

The bole surface area bas been used as a stand density index in sample 

plot work in Great Britain (Hummel et al.. 199).  There is evidence, (Wilson 

195) that the stand density, as measured in terms of top height, may be well 

correlated with the bole surface ares in frequently thinned stands. A recent 

study (Weidmann 1961)  on the influence of stand structure and treatment on various 

stand parameters bas shown that for any given thinning grade a close correlation 

exists between volume increment, bole ares, and mean ring Width.. Figure 2 ±5 

an illustration, adapted from Weidmsnn (1961),  cf the cited reiationships from 

s local tariff for siiver f ir (Abies alba Mill.) 

(FIGURE 2 

It should be pointed out here that the epproximate number cf stems per 

acre that shu1d be reached af ter thinning for different grades and at various 

top heights may be determined by use of s logarithmic stand density sheet 

(Wi1sn 195).  Siinilar graphs shwing the average number cf trees per acre at 

each top height, based on yield tables, are given by Hiley (192). 

. The CW/D and H/CW Ratios 

Another index, the ratio of square-spacing distance, or crown width, 

to d.b.h. has been analysed by Smith;  Ker, and Csizmazia (1961) and was found 
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to be very convenient to use with average d.b.h. as an approach to assessment 0f 

stand density • Ratios of crown width to d.b.h. for open-grown and densely- 

grown trees are given by- the authors for several important Western species. 

It can be considered that in open-grown stands that f ully occupy the site the 

ratio of C,/D will be 2, and in fully-stocked stands Cw/D will be 1. 

This ratio is analogous to the "dismeter times" indices of density 

discussed by Davis (194). Smith, Ker, and Csizmazia (1961) have shown that 

basal areas per acre are constant for e gien ratio. Thy daim, however, that 

something less than normal basal area will usually provide the optimum combination 

of growth and growing stock. 

The ratio H/CW is closely related to the ratio of tree height to average 

spacing distance and to Hummel's index. The authors have assessed partly the 

utility of H/CW and CAJ  as controls of density. From the correlation coefficients 

given CW/D appears ta be superior to H/CW. These ratios can be converted from 

one to the ether, if desired, by use of the regression equations listed by 

the authors. 

It should be mentioned that the average ares occupied by an individual 

tree and its equivalent in spacing distance may be determined on an area basis 

fr«m the t'tal number of trees in relation to the ares of s plot, or it can be 

estimated f rom measurements of the average distance between rin:lomly chosen 

trees and their nearest neighbour or any number of neighbouring trees up to 5. 

In the study reported here, average distances to any number of neighbouring 

trees up to 5 were equally well correlated with the average spacing distance 

deterrnined on an ares besis. 

Another expression pertaining to crowns and used as s measure of stand 
density, the "Crown Cmpetition Factorti  developed by Kraiicek, Brinkmsn, and 
Gingrich (1961) was evsluated recently by Vzina (1962). 
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QUANTITATIVE DEFINITIONS 0F THINTING METHODS 

The d/D Ratio 

The ratio d/D, where d is the average d.b.h. of trees removed in thinning, 

and D. the average before thinning, is s useful and objective expression for the 

method 0f thinning (Hummel 195)4).  As a numerical index it classifies types ..f 

thinnings (Joergensen 1957,  Braathe  1957,  Warrack  1959)- 

G,70 and under low thinning 

0 ,,70 - 0.90 	severe low to light crown thinning 

0,90 - 1,00 	severe crown thinning 

over 1.00 	selection thinning 

Acoording to Braathe (1957),  the d/D ratio is thesirp' 	touse among 

expressions of the thinning method. It should be pointed out, however, that in a 

first thinning in a stand, many smail trees are usualiy removed and this may 

somewhat modify d/D and thereby give a confusing picture of the character of the cut 

The d/D ratio has been successfully applicd by Eide and Langsaeter 

(1941), Jergensen  (1957),  and Warrack (1959)  in thinning plots, It has been used 

recently by Vzina (1961) in a thinning series in balsam fir, in which ail 12 

treated plots showed d/D ratios of 0.8-0.9 indicating a light orown thinning. 

The t/v Ratio 

Ulien (1940) characterized the thinning method by comparing the percentage 

of trees removed (t) and the percentage of volume removed (y). If this relation 

is 1.40 or more the eut is a low thinning, nearly 1,00 -- crom thinning, and less 

than 0.60 -- selection thinning (Langsaeter 1941, cited by Braathe 1957). 

In the study by Vzina mentioned above, the t/v ratio did not give 

a tr.e picture of the character of the eut even when treoc with diameters smaller 

than 3.6 inches at breast height had been neglected in the computation of the 

formula. 



REITIVE MERITS AND APPLICATION 0F THE INDICES 

The advantages of using the quantitative, or numerical, methods for 

describing and specifying thinnings were stressed by Riley (192). Thinning 

instructions, if expressed in a numerical f orm, are easy to learn and f ollow. 

The numerical method makes it possible to compare different thinning grades 

and methods. However, not every index is applicable in every condition, and 

a choice should be made among the different methods before an index is applied 

in a given experiment0 

Assmannts method bas obvious advantages, but possibly also certain 

limitations. Its applicability la evident in a forested country like Canada, 

where rTatural, undisturbed stands are stiil quit.e abundarit and the maximum basal 

area for many species easily fixed. No difficulties should be encountered in 

applying the method to managed stands, sinœ differences in yield are not normally 

great when usual thinning grades are used, nt least with tolerant species. The 

reference to an Ilecological site maximum" permits adjustment for local ecological 

conditions in the selection of the thinning grades 	It should be odded that basal 

area measurements are now in many cases simplified without less of accuracy by 

ineans of Bitterlich's angle-count technique or Spurr's angle-summation method 

(Spurr 1962). 

On the other hand, Assrnann refers to s maximum basal ares which is the 

one given by s stand that originated from s dense regeneration and that was left 

unnianaged. Such s maximum basal ares would be known after establishing sample 

plots in stands to be left undisturbed. Experience bas shown, hwever, that 

valid estimates would not be obtoined from s single plot, or even from several. 

For instance, it bas been observed in the Boreal Forest of Quebec that in closed 

stands the basal ares of balsam fir tends to build up vcry rapidly to an average 

maximum basal ares of e. 196  square feet (G.J Lemiewc ). 

Personal communications 



But, exceptional basal areas of 220 square feet occur which would suggest nver-

stocking. So, the writer prefers to use an "average maximum basal area" which 

wr'uld be that f ound in well-stocked natural stands and which is noinal1y given 

in yield tables, 

Dittar (1960),  working in northeastem Germany, studied the usefuiiness 

0f spacing factor in characterizing grades in thinning plots observed for s long 

time. Significant correlations were four.d between spacing factor and relative basal 

ares, and between spacing factor end stand age. The aider the stand, the higher 

the spacing factor for a given relative basal ares. The relationship between 

spacing factor and basal ares is thus highiy de-pendent on age, but appears in 

general ta be unaffected by site quniity-. No significant correlation was found 

between maximum (natural) basal ares and age of stand. Dittmar concluded that 

Beckingts method was very- ingenious for carry-ing out thinnings 0n a numerical 

basis. 41though no such analysis has yet been made in Frarice, Pard6 (1961) 

recentiy asked foresters to comment on the new numerical indices. 

When applying Hurimel's or Beckingrs  indices, onre should be taken that 

variations in the average stand d.b.h. among plots be small. In fact, spacing 

in relation to height does not take into account this variable and in thinning 

experirrients where stand d.b.h. varies iargeiy, there couid be littie relation 

between basai ares loft after thinning and spacing factor or stand density index. 

The bale surface area is hardly s convenient unit of measure for routine 

app1iction in thinning, because it is s function of basal circuriference, height, 

and taper cf trees. However, in a uniform stand the different trees vary so iittle 

in taper that the bale ares equivalent, which is the product of top height and 

the sum cf the circumferences of the trees, can be taken as an adequste index of 

the bale surface ares of the stand (Hiley and Lehtpere 19).  It is possible 

that this can be simpiified even more in stands where ail the trees are of nearly 

the same height. If bath height and diameter are taken as constants, the suri f 
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tree diameters per acre becomes an index (the "stem density index") of bole area 

because the suri of the circuriferences is merely the SUri of the diameters multiplied 

by the constant ir (Smith 1962). Estirnate of the suri of the diameters per acre 

is then the most Important variable function of the bale curface arec, The 

line—sampling technique (Grosenbcugh 1958)  can be used for this purpose 

Stem diameter is almoat directly pr'portional to the surface arec of 

the cambium, whereas stem cross—sectional arec is related ta cambial arec by a 

square root function. The direct rclationship between stem diameter and surface 

arec of cambium makes it appear that the suri of tree diameters per acre is e 

better measure of the influence of stand density in impeding growth rate than 

is basal arec (Cooper 1961). 

It should be pointed out that, under certain circumstcnces, it is also 

possible ta use the cominon expressions, for exampi:, UC/D grade", in a purely 

quantitative sense as did Johnston and Waters (1961). 

Other recent techniques applied ta the study of individuel trees have 

enabled foresters ta correlate the d,bh, with its crown width (or spacing) 

leading ta prssible improvements in the determination of stand density (Krajicek 

et al. 1961, Vézina 1962) 

It seems, however, that the more modern statistical approach to the 

problem of regulating stand density followed by Warrcck (1959),  Ccmnowski (1961), 

Smith, Ker, and Csizmazia (1961), Lemmon and Schumacher (1962) and others based 

on equc tians derived f rom observations of the relatir'nships between growth and 

various stand percmc-ters may well ultimately provide one of the best tor'ls for 

establishing the relatirnships between the biological phenomcna of stnd density 

and the economic phenomenon of value rf  wood produced by e stand. Recommendations 

concerning this approach have been made by Kirby (1962, P. 52) and Smith (1962). 
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Le prob1me consiste essentiellement trouver les meilleures façons d'exprimer 

la consistance et la structure des peuplements qui permettent d'établir les 

relations qui existent, d'une part entre la consistance et la structure des 

peuplements, et leur croissance dtaitre part. L'auteur insiste sur la nécessité 

de poursuivre les recherches % ce sujet si l'on veut comparer scientifiquement 

des éclaircies effectuées dans des conditions de milieu variées et des époques 

différentes, et pour l'établissement de tons régimes d'éclaircie. 
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FIGU 	Asnann's main assumption underlying bis index of stand density is 
that the volume increment depends on stand basal arec. His theory 
suggests that the greatest volume increment is obtained in stands 
with a so—called "optimum basal arec", and that the increment is 
amaller for stands having basal arecs that are either larger or 
smaller. The optimum basal prea for a given species would vary 
in different localities. 

FIGURE 2.— Influence of thinning grades as illustrated by a multiple regression 
showing dependence of volume increment on five independent variables 
(No.. of trees, ave.. d.b..h., volume, bole arec, and mean ring width) 
representing vcrious stand parameters (Adapted from Weidmann 1961). 
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